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I. THE ISSUES STATED

Uneven development is a characteristic of most economies, but it

is most marked in the case of developing countries. African economies

are, in particular,' characterised by the preponderance of a few growth

poles (clusters of agricultural, industrial, mining or commercial firms)
or centers (towns, river basins, commercial centres, retiens, etc.), which

are often foreign-oriented enclaves that enjoy greater links with the

outside world (usually with old colonial métropoles) than with the econo¬

mies within which they are located, and thus, have very little polarization

effect on these economies. It is even suggested that where these growth pole

and centres extert a polarization effect on the economies enveloping them

through either trade or factor transfers, the negative (backwash) effects

are usually greater than the positive (spread) effects, so that disparities

and imbalances in growth tend to be extenuated rather than minimised. Unless

it is checked, this process, we are told, can go on indefinitely. It is

further suggested that the paristic nature of these growth poles and centres,

which is the result of the fact that they originally emerged so as to serve

foreign colonial interests, cannot be changed. It is., therefore, suggested

that planners should seek to check the growth of these growth poles and

centres and to diffuse development throughout the country by spreading

investments as evenly as possible.

It is this line of arguing which we shall subject to some critical

analysis in this short note. We must stress from the outset that we do not

dispute the fact that many growth poles and centres in Africa originated

as service stations for the colonial systems of the 19th century, and that

many of them continue to do so through in somewhat different ways. Nor
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do we deny that many of these growth poles and centres have very few
direct linkages with the economies within which they are situated.
But we shall try to demonstrate, by using specific examples from
Sudanese agriculture, that foreign-oriented enclaves, be they growth

poles or growth centres, can contribute positively to the development
of the economies enveloping them. We shall also seek to show that

unlike the case of colonial economic systems where spread effects

can only occur through trade and factor transfers, spread effects
within a national economy have alternative media of transmission.

Also, we hope to show that these media can be used to spread develo¬
pment benefits throughout the country without resorting to the
wasteful line of diffusing investments. Likewise, we shall endeavour

to show that the concentration of resources within the established

growth poles and centres cannot continue indefinitely, and that even
backward economies possess the machinery by which resources are

automatically diverted from these poles and centres once the circum¬
stances conducive to resource concentration cease to exist.

II. EMERGENCE OF GROWTH POLES AND CENTRES

Large-scale agricultural production for the (external) market

began in the Sudan in the 1860s when the spirited Turkish Governor
of the Red Sea Province, Ahmed Mumtaz Pasha encouraged farmers in

Tokar Delta to produce cotton in large quantities for exportation
to Europe via Egypt. Yet systematic expansion in large-scale farming
in the Sudan is really a 20th century phenomenon. At first it was

largely concentrated along the Nile banks, beginning with the pump-

schemes of the Northern Province and culminating in the creation of



the huge Gezira Scheme in 1925» The capital for this major enter¬

prise was raised jointly by the Sudan Government and a British firm

(the Sudan Plantations Syndicate), the two becoming partners. The

tenant-farmers were also drawn into the partnership, under which

the three parties shared the proceeds of cotton in a manner that

largely followed the local share cropping practices of the day.

At about the same time new cotton production areas were being

developed under the auspices of the government the Gash Delta in

Kassala Province and the Nuba Hills in Nordofan Province. But since

agriculture depended on flood water in the former area and on rains

in the latter, development of cotton cultivation could not expand

very much. In the Gezira where gravity irrigation from Sennar dam

was used, production expanded rapidly until it covered at the time

of independence in 1956 an area of one million feddans (acres), one

quarter of which was under cotton. Pump irrigation was also possible

in the Gezira, especially after the construction of Jebel Aulia dam

on the White Nile in 1937 and there was a rapid growth of privately

owned pumpschemes growing cotton along both the White Nile and the

Blue Nile (south of Sennar dam). The pace of expansion quickened

after the Korean boom of 1951 although many schemes were actually

completed in the mid-50s, well after the boom had collapsed. By
1956 the area of these schemes had reached about 800,000 feddan~.

The expansion of the Gezira Scheme in a north-western direction so

as to include the Managil Extension was completed between 1957 and

1961, bringing the irrigated area within Greater Gezira to about
2.6 million feddans, including an area of about 700,000 feddans



devoted to cotton» This was about 80% of the total area under

cotton in the Sudan.

But the 1950s which witnessed-rapid expansion in irrigated

agriculture within Greater Gezira also witnessed the development
of new agricultural regions. In Equatoria Province in the Southern

Sudan, a small cotton scheme started by the government among the

Azande tribe in 19*+6 grew rapidly until it had to be closed down in

1965 because of the civil war that engulfed the region. By then

it had grown to an area of about 200,000 feddans. In 196*+ Khashm el

Girba Scheme was started by the government in Kassala Province. The

scheme which had an area of *+50,000 feddans (out of which 110,000

feddans were allotted to cotton) was partly intended for resettling

the population of Wadi Haifa, a town on the Sudanese-Egyptian border

which was destined to be flooded after Aswan Dam had been hightened.

However, the most spectacular growth in Sudanese agriculture

was the one achieved during the late 1950s and the 1960s by mechanised

crop production in the eastern rainbelt. Sponsored by private ini¬

tiative, the mechanised crop production schemes (M.C.P.S.) increased

rapidly until they came to cover an area of about eight million

feddans, mostly in the Gadaref District. Here cereals like dura

(sorghum), sesame and millet are predominant, although cotton is also

grown in limited areas. In recent years, attempts have been made

so as to start mechanised crop production schemes in Habiela Region

in southern Kordofan as a conscious effort to develop this depressed

region. Apart from the•current attempts to stimulate.agricultural

expansion in the South Region, the Habeila experiment can be regarded
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as one of very few attempts to divert resources to a depressed

region in the Sudan..

III. SPREAD AND BACKWASH EFFECTS

It then appears from the above, narrative that even before

independence a complex of cotton-producing schemes emerged as the

central growth pole within the Sudan economy, v/ith Greater Gezira,

its focal point, as the main growth centre in the country. The

creation of cotton-producing schemes, particularly the one at

Khashm el Girha, has helped to create new growth centres; but it

is the development of the production of other crops in the M..C.P.S.

within the eastern rainbelt that gave the Sudan a new growth pole

with its own growth centre. Still, the hegemony of the old growth

pole and centre is very great. Cotton covers 11% of the cropped

area, employs 12% of the labour force, contributes 13% of the GDP,
and constitutes about 67% of the national exports. Within the

complex of cotton-producing schemes, the share of the Gezira is
more than two-thirds of almost everything.

What is more significant is that the old growth poles and

centre have retained their foreign orientation and have faild to

develop internal linkages of any significance. Most of the pur¬

chased inputs are imported, e.g. fertilizers, insecticides, baling

material, etc., and most of the products (95% of the raw cotton,

including the whole of the Gezira output) are exported. Week

forward linkages do exist: they take the form of processing plants
for the end products, like ginneries, groundnut decorticating

machines, seed-crushing plants, flour mills, and textile factories.
, ...../6



However, there are hardly any backward linkages. The main input drawn

from rest of the economy is seasonal labour, which comes even from the

remotest parts of the country.

But having said this, we must explain how the complex of cotton-

producing schemes with its focal centre in Greater Gezira has, inspite

of its foreign orient tionand poor linkages with the rest of the

Sudances economy, contributed to the growth of this economy. The

catchword here is fiscal policy. As one can see nrom the table

beio", the cottonproducing regions, particularly Greater Gezira,

provided the bulk of t e Government revenue and received only a small

share of its outlay. In 1956 Greater Geziar, which can he taken to

correspond with the Region B (the Blue Nile Province) mentioned in the

table below, with 20% of the country's population, reveived only 18% of

the Government expenditure on services, and contributed ^7$ of the

revenues. Its shard of the Government surplus was as much as

A considerable part of the contribution made by Greater Gezira went to

aid depres ed are s like the Southern Region.

The revenue accruing to the national treasury grom Greater

Gezira is of two forms: there is the share of the Government of the

cotton proceeds which accrue to it as a partner in the Gezira Scheme and

in what used to be the private cotton schemes, which were nationalised

during the period 1967-1970 and came under the managment of the

Agrarian Reform Corporation; there is also the revenue from the

various taxes imposed on the exports and imports of the schemes

and on the incomes of their tenants and employees. Estimates for 1970/71

show that tbe revenue from these two sources -was LS.6million and LS.61,4

million, respectively.
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REGIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF POPULATION, GDP AND

Area (OOO M2)

GDP (Ls. rain)
GDP per capita

(LS.)

Government

Expenditure

Surplus

BUDGET S URPLUS IN THE SUDAN (1956)

SUDAN REGION A REGION B REGION C REGION D

967 324 . 55 339 25O

10,250 2,314 2,070 3,901 2,785
284.56 75-79 86.38 83.78 38.61

28 33 42 27 14

(LS. Mln)

' 33.2 10.2 15.4 6.5 1.1

17.0 7.2 3.1 3.7 3.0

16.2 3.0 12.-3 2.8 -1.9

Harvey & Kleve, National Income of Sudan , 1955/56

N.B.
The Regions mentioned above are as follows:-
Region A

Region B

Region C

Region D

Kassala, Northern and Khartoum Provinces
Blue Nile Province

Kordofan and Darfur Provinces

Upper Nile, Bahr el Ghazal and Equatoria Provinces.
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Naturally, there are also other side effects emanating from

the cotton enclave. The vast purchasing power which the schemes

inject into the economy is-an important stimulant to all economic

sectors. Also, the foreign exchange which they earn provide the

vital foreign counterpart for the local currency spent on development.

Even the demonstration effect exerted by these schemes on agricul¬

tural development within the country is generally a welcome feature

of.this sector, although it has often extenuated the foreign orien¬

tation of the economy.

IV. STATE INTERVENTION IN RESOURCE ALLOCATION

Among the negative effects is the possibility that the prefe¬

rence enjoyed by cotton on Sudan Railways, the main mode of transpor¬

tation in the country, may have retarded the emergence of new growth

poles and centres engaged in the production of other crops. It is,

in fact, this type of privilege granted to the cotton schemes

which more than any other inherent feature of their complex hampers

the development of other areas of economic activity. Further evidence

of this is the favouritism showed by the state between 1953 and 19&9

to the private cotton producers, the result of which was continued

concentration of resources in Greater Gezira long after this had

proved to be uneconomic. These producers were allowed to evade paying

LS.if/2 million worth of taxes, and to retain loans from the state-

owned Agricultural Bank to the tune of LS.A- million. There were

other debts to the commercial banks and private financiers estimated

to be around LS. 6 million. The state also deliberately delayed the
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sale of its cotton when there was a tight market so as to enable

the private producers to sell at high prices; often by the time the

sale of government cotton started the market had been saturated, and

in most years the state was left with a large carryover. What is worse,

the scheme owners were allowed to exploit their farmers'in a distressing

manner. A few of them kept regular accounts, and farmers seldom knew

their due. Arrears owed to them by the scheme owners want back to

several years. The scheme owners were not required to provide the

tenants with social services as was the practice in the Gezira Scheme,

nor were the latter allowed to form associations and unions as in the

Gezira. The scheme owners were able to behave in this manner because

as a class they had strong links with the political parties (as finan¬

ciers) during the period of Parliamentary Government (1953-58) and with

the ruling circles during the Military Rule (1958-64). But the popular

uprising against the Military Dictatorship in 1964 checked the power

of the scheme owners and finally led to the nationalisation of their

schemes between 1967 and 1970.

Had not the state interfered in the favour of the private scheme

owners, many of these schemes would have had to be abandoned and

resources would have been deployed elsewhere more profitably. Many

of the private schemes were established under the unusual market

conditions created by the Korean boom, and could only function under

such abnormal circumstances. Many of them were started in haste and

lacked the essential elements of success, including suitable soil.

Once the boom had collapsed, they could survive only through the explo¬

itation of the farmers and the national treasury, which the state,
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unfortunately, permitted. If this did not take place private inve¬

stments would have possibly flown much earlier into the M.C.P.S.

or into some other sector of the economy where returns were much

higher than the real returns in the marginal pumpschemes of Greater

Gezira.

State intervention is now excercised in the Southern Region

with the aim of diverting productive resources into this Region.

For decades the South depended on the North for providing it with

social and economic services, for although the former was potentially

rich it remained backward because until independence the British

colonial Government wished to keep it closed and impoverished, and

after independence it was ravaged by 17 years of civil war. The

conclusion of the Addis Ababa Agreement in March 27, 1972 opened

the door for peaceful development in the Region. The strategy

adopted involved not only the concentration of new outlay on services

within this Region but also the diversion of capital investments

into it. It is roundly admitted that such a line of policy may

result in some wastes, but it is also realised that the logic of

the existing political situation rendered intolerable the continuation

of tho dependence of the South on the North for funds. It is however

interesting to speculate on whether the rebuilding of the infrastru¬

cture which was utterly ruined by the civil strife would have,

anyway, attracted some projects to the Southern Region.
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V. Conclusions

Several conclusions emerge from the above analysis. Perhaps

the main one is that foreign enclaves with weak linkages can act as

growth poles or great centres aiding the' development of the economies

within which they are situated, as did in the Sudan the complex of

cotton-producing schemes with its centre in Greater Gez.ira. In this

case spread effects are transmitted not through trade and factor

transfers of the type that can be depicted in an input-output matrix,

but through the fiscal (and, possibly, the monetary) mechanism. Unless

unusual circumstances occur which hinder the flow of resources from

the established growth poles and centres into new ones, development

will be diffused automatically, resources being attracted into the

fields where they reap the highest returns. In this way, and through

the fiscal system, disparities between regions in standards of living

can be reduced without resorting to the wasteful practice of spreading

resources evenly throughout the country. After all, what regional

pressure groups basically seek is a fair distribution of income and

the redistribution of resources is seen chiefly as a means of achieving

this end. But it can be a self-defeating strategy, for the wastes

it leads to may depress the national income to the point that all the

regions, including the retarded ones, are worse off than if the presence

of growth poles and centres is tolerated and means of diverting some

of the benefits accruing to them to the depressed areas are applied.

Thus, there seerns to be little justification for advocating

policies aimed at checking the development of the existing growth poles

and centres on the grounds that they are largely foreign enclaves with
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hardly any direct linkages with their economies, or that they are

parasites sucking the resources of the other parts of the economy.

There is even less justification for assuming that these poles and

centres will continue indefinitely to suck the national resources

so that regional and sectoral imbalances will grow all the time.
In act, there is nothing in the growth pole theory to suggest that
the development of healthy growth centres in Africa is impossible
or undesirable. Nor is there any reason why regional planning is

conceived as a means of diffusing investments over the whole of the

national map. The real function of regional planning is, in fact,

very different. It is to create local conditions conducive to

the mobilisation of the region's resources and the attraction of

resources from elsewhere. Regional Planning must also help in

securing a fair distribution of income and services (both social
and economic) within the regions. It should also aim at creating

fruitful interdependence between any particular region and the

other regions. This last function is particularly important in this

age when disintegrative forces are rampant in Africa. Unfortunately,
distorted interpretations and misapplications of the growth pole

theory can strengthen these forces by giving them a rationale for

disintegrating the national economies in the name of achieving
diffused development.




